Filspitz rules in Pillage Theatre; The Bat definitely out of picture

By B. ED LINEN and O. EAL SCHLICK

Filmed off the coast of Great Britain is the inflammatory movie “I Lived Three Lies,” produced by the Flik Society, and starring E. R. Filspitz as King Kenny I. This film is now appearing at the Pillage Theatre nearby.

It should be noted that, contrary to president articles in “Chat In Uga,” Abe Merican, recently gaining fame in the part of Agent 110 in “Son of a Bad Master,” is not in the picture. However, this does not detract from the fresh plight.

Kenny Chemy, a simple-minded cheltac pervert, after being called to rule the Farsity of Unirott, meets and falls in love with Loaney Fitcher, a local prostitute. He realizes, though, that in his high position he cannot afford to let his trusteed financiers find out about this affair with so young and fresh a playmate.

Despite his attempts to conceal her, Dr. Sauce, the court practitioner, learns of the affair and threatens to tell.

Kenny then decides to bribe him with his wife. He works out a scheme whereby he has both his wife and Loaney.

After conning Sauce into embezzling all of the financiers he cashes in on a second story of how Sauce was trying to seize power from the Administration. And they love it.

As the movie closes, Sauce and Kenny’s wife run off together broke, receiving all the blame. Kenny then retires with the money and lives with Loaney happily ever after.

The movie is not very good, but you should see the play. Boy! It’s well worth your time, and if you present your Dice ID you can get in for $15.